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David Icke's most powerful and explosive book so far. Every man, woman and child on the planet is

affected by the stunning information that Icke exposes. He reveals in documented detail, how the

same interconnecting bloodlines have controlled the planet for thousands of years. How they

created all the major religions and suppressed the spiritual and esoteric knowledge that will set

humanity free from its mental and emotional prisons.
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Look out Robert Anton Wilson! Either David Icke is competing for the "Paranoid of the Decade"

award or he knows something the rest of us don't. Icke reveals a sinister web connecting everything

from the British royal family to major oil companies, to 33 of the last 40 U.S. presidents, in a global

conspiracy masterminded by an interstellar brotherhood vying for planetary control through the

manipulation of humanity's very way of life. Icke digs into every facet of contemporary society to

expose the invisible horror lurking beneath the calm veneer of everyday life. In the process he gets

downright offensive, knocking everything from Judaism to the Denver airport. Even if you can't

swallow Icke's distasteful revelations or follow every step of his labyrinthine conspiracy theories,

The Biggest Secret is sure to forever change the way you look at the Amoco oil logo. --Brian

Patterson

Excellent book! Great information provided by author, David Icke. The Biggest Secret is worth



reading and it's contents should be taken seriously. I highly recommend buying The Biggest Secret,

it's money well spent.

I loved the book i was always into extraterrestrials and high advance technology even before

reading this book if you research using your own time you see you can easily see the evidence in

this manipulation people just listen to whatever the news saids without doing actual research these

things are real it not so crazy infact we are extraterrestrials but we lost our ability to do certain

amazing things because of the manipulation that goes on today we forgot our true past our true

power but we can learn it again and take this power to change something this book is a must

read!!!!!

Happy with purchase. Took a little bit longer than expected to receive.

Bought as a gift for my daughter. She loves it.

In my opinion, David Icke is a genius.

David Icke with more astounding facts, as he proceeds to present the entire menace facing

humanity.

Good, but a litle much. I was hoping to read something a bit more current, but this goes back to the

beginning of time. I guess it just isn't what I thought. However, he does present some interesting

theories and I enjoy his writing style. I find myself skipping a lot of the beginning content and moving

on to the more current issues. However, I guess a background might be necessary. If you are

interested in David Icke, and want to know his theories then this is a good book for you.

This book will either blow the hair off the top of your head or give you hours of entertainment as a

fiction. Though i have been able to verify alot of the information, the writer's references to repitilian

aliens comes straight out of left field to a large degree. None-the-less i enjoyed the book and

recommend it for all conspiracy theorists. If you are looking for something more low key though, you

won't find it with David Icke. He lets the chips fly and you know what? I'm glad he does. It wouldn't

be nearly as enjoyable if he didn't.
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